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Who’s Next:
Five Music Companies That Could
Follow UMG and Go Public
BY ED CHR ISTMAN AND G L ENN P EO P L ES
Universal Music’s stock spinoff shows that equity
markets like the sound of music companies — and
its stock’s performance so far raises the odds that
more companies will join the growing gang of public
firms that now includes WMG and three publishing companies. Here’s an informed but speculative
guide to which companies are likely candidates, how
the market might receive them and what issues they
would face.
BMG
Revenue 602 million euros ($707 million) for the year
ending Dec. 31, 2020*
EBITDA 137 million euros ($160.7 million) for the
year ending Dec. 31, 2020*
Valuation $5 billion***
EBITDA multiple 30 times***
When BMG reemerged as an independent music
company in 2009, even though it began with 120
master recordings held back from the sale to Sony, it
initially focused on buying publishing rights, and it
acquired catalogs from companies like Bug Music and
Cherry Lane Music Publishing when a net publishers’
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share multiple of 12 was considered aggressive. Now
that multiples run from 16 up to 30 in some cases, BMG is sitting on some pretty valuable publishing
copyrights. Could now be the time to cash out some of
the appreciation in equity it has generated? The odds
were thought to be against this, because the company
is part of the German media giant Bertelsmann, which
is controlled and partly owned by the Mohn family,
which has been determined to keep the company private. Bertelsmann and its partner Saham did recently
offer some of the stock in their jointly owned call-center business, Majorel. But BMG may not need public
funding — it recently renewed its partnership with the
investment company KKR to finance further acquisitions to the tune of up to a $1 billion commitment.
CONCORD
Revenue about $500 million**
EBITDA about $150 million***
Valuation about $4 billion***
EBITDA multiple about 26.7***
Like BMG, Concord has become a mini-major, a for(continued)
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midable publisher including the acquisitions
of the Imagem and the Downtown Music
publishing catalogs; a label with a catalog
that includes recordings of acquired record
labels like Stax, Fantasy and Rounder — plus
the Kidz Bop brand. Concord takes in about
$500 million annually — about $200 million
a year each from recorded music and publishing, plus $100 million from a theatrical
division that licenses musicals by Rodgers
& Hammerstein, Andrew Lloyd Weber and
others. It also signs new creators — to Concord and Loma Vista on the recorded side
and to Pulse Music for publishing — and
it has a growing presence in the expanding Latin business through its purchases of
Fania and Musart. As of July 2020, Concord
was 93% owned by the Michigan State
Retirement System, which may value steady
dividends to help fund as retiree benefit
payouts come due, but that wouldn’t rule
out an eventual public offering. Unless of
course, the appreciation of Concord’s valuation, which has doubled in the last three
years thanks to continuing acquisitions
coupled with the music industry’s rising
tide, prove to present too high of a re-investment risk. That can occur when finding an
investment that can replace and match the
returns of a sold holding — always a concern
for giant pension funds like the Michigan
State Retirement System, which has some
$94 billion in investment holdings.
JIOSAAVN

No financial information is publicly available, other than a $1 billion valuation from
2018.
The 2018 merger of Jio Music (owned
by India telco company Jio Platforms)
with Saavn created this company, valued at
$1 billion, with 100 million users. Its board
has already approved a plan for a public
listing, according to an April 2020 report
by the Indian tech news site Inc42. “Every
other streaming service has now either gone
public, or is imminently going public, or is
backed by the majors,” JioSaavn co-founder
and executive vice chairman Paramdeep
Singh told Billboard in 2019. “In order for
us to continue to grow and compete, we
needed some kind of competitive advantage.” (The company declined to comment
further about its plans.) Global players Spotify, YouTube Music and Apple Music can
play a war of attrition with local services
like JioSaavn and Gaana, which is backed
by Chinese tech giant Tencent. The heated
competition has kept prices down, although
the market is dominated by ad-supported
listening. Indian-specific services have the
advantage of being built for the idiosyncratic Indian market with tens of millions of
tracks in 15 languages (as well as English). A
spinoff could be complicated, however,
because JioSaavn is to Jio Platforms what
Apple Music is to Apple — a service that
helps its parent company retain customers
and market a broad array of products.

PRIMARY WAVE MUSIC
Revenue $135 million***
EBITDA $65 million***
Valuation $1.80 billion***
EBITDA multiple about 27.7***
Primary Wave could become the fourth
independent music publisher to go public,
following Hipgnosis Songs Fund, Round
Hill Music and Reservoir Media. In the
company’s second incarnation — an earlier one sold a big chunk of its publishing
catalog to BMG — it has put together three
funds focused on buying the publishing
copyrights or master-recording income of
iconic creators like Smokey Robinson, Stevie
Nicks, Whitney Houston, Bob Marley, Olivia
Newton-John, Burt Bacharach, Boston and
The Four Seasons, among others. Two of
those funds raised $900 million while a
third fund targeted raising $700 million,
some of which has already been spent on
music assets, according to sources. Overall,
Billboard estimates that its publishing and
recorded master royalty catalog generates
about $95 million in net publishers share.
A public offering would most likely offer
allow its institutional investors an opportunity to cash out of the private equity funds
and perhaps acquisitions made with the
third fund. But any plans may wait a beat
or two, however, since it’s possible the
music companies in the public market have
satisfied investors’ appetites for now. In the
meantime, Primary Wave did a deal in June,
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GRUPO FIRME
10 TH ANNIVERSARY

On November 13th, Billboard will celebrate
Grupo Firme 10th year Anniversary career.
Regional Mexican breakout band Grupo Firme
continues to sell out arenas across the country
and break ticket box office records. The
seven-member ensemble from Tijuana
recently completed a seven-show run at
Staples Center in Los Angeles, making them the
only concert headliner to play that number of
shows in a two week run during the arena’s
22-year history, according to box office
archives. Founded by Edwin Caz chart-topping
Grupo Firme has become one of the leading
Mexican bands, winning multiple awards and
honors.
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Join Billboard in congratulating Grupo Firme on
their remarkable career over the past 10 years
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BOYARSKI FRITZ LLP
10 TH ANNIVERSARY

On November 13, 2021, Billboard will celebrate
Boyarski Fritz LLP on its 10th anniversary.
Boyarski Fritz LLP was founded in 2011 by two
longtime multi-industry veterans, Jason Boyarski
and David Fritz, who sought to bring an
entrepreneurial spirit, a boutique-oriented feel and
a roll-up-your-sleeves approach to entertainment
law. With many years of experience at big music
and media companies, the founders created a
practice that fostered meaningful advisory
relationships, while also playing a crucial role in the
decisions, welfare and health of their clients’
businesses. Their mantra was to promote, preserve
and protect creativity and innovation.
A decade later, with offices on two coasts, the
firm’s mission is still vibrant, transforming its role
beyond that of a traditional legal advisor into one
of a career-spanning teammate. The firm has
earned industry-wide recognition, including
multiple Top Music Lawyer honors by Billboard, and
has been cited as industry experts amongst many
leading publications including The New York Times,
Time Magazine and The Hollywood Reporter.

Well-rooted in deal-making and transactions
across many platforms, the firm’s practice today
includes hundreds of diverse clients including
Grammy Award winners, Fortune 500 companies,
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame inductees, chart-topping
recording artists, producers and songwriters,
Emmy Award winners, industry-leading music
and management companies, headline-making
celebrities and award winning technology
companies.
Please join Billboard in congratulating Boyarski
Fritz LLP’s 10th Anniversary.
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Paid streaming subscriptions grew 41% to
$279 million, while ad-supported ondemand streaming revenue increased 30%
to $77 million. Revenues from digital and
custom radio services also rebounded, growing 24% to $37 million after a slight decline
in 2020.
“It’s incredible to see continued doubledigit growth in Latin music — outpacing
the already strong performance we’ve seen
across other music segments and categories
and powering new opportunities and greater
diversity across our business,” said Michele
Ballantyne, RIAA COO, in a statement. “This
sustained and accelerating expansion speaks
to a rising openness to new artists, music
and ways of listening — with younger fans
now spending 20% of their time listening in
languages other than English.”
You can access the full RIAA report here.

Kacey Musgraves’
‘Star-Crossed’
Deemed Ineligible
for Country
Album Grammy
BY MELINDA NEWMAN

C

indy Mabe, president of Universal Music Group Nashville,
has written a letter to Recording
Academy CEO Harvey Mason
Jr., expressing her dismay that Kacey
Musgraves’ new album, star-crossed, will
not be eligible for country album of the year
for the 64th annual Grammy Awards, to be
held Jan. 31.
The decision was made last week during
the Recording Academy’s annual screening
committee meeting, where submissions are
reviewed to make sure they are placed in
the appropriate category. Members of the
screening committees can reject recordings
if they do not feel they fit into the genre,
though they remain eligible for the all-genre
album of the year category. That is what

happened to star-crossed, according to Mabe,
who writes in her letter, which was obtained
by Billboard. Billboard has also independently
verified the committee’s decision. The tune
“Camera Roll” from the album was submitted and accepted for the best country song
category, according to a source.
“This decision from the country committee to not accept star-crossed into the country albums category is very inconsistent and
calls into question the other agendas that
were part of this decision,” Mabe writes.
Star-crossed was released Sept. 10, under
a new joint partnership between UMGN’s
MCA Nashville imprint and pop label
Interscope Records. The album debuted at
No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Country Albums
chart and No. 3 on the all-genre Billboard
200. Musgraves’ previous albums had been
released solely by Universal Music Group’s
country division.
Of Musgraves’ six Grammy wins, two have
come in the country album category— in
2014 for Same Trailer Different Park and
in 2019 for Golden Hour, which also won
album of the year that year. Five of her six
wins are in country categories.
In a letter dated Oct. 10, Mabe cites
Musgraves’ previous wins and also lays out
why she believes the committee’s decision is
wrong in a follow-up to an undated conversation she says she had with Mason.
“As a prime stakeholder in country music,
I would really like to frame what’s happening
in our genre right now and help you and the
Grammy’s [sic] fully understand the importance of Kacey Musgraves to country music
and why this decision is so much more than
an entry point for an awards show. Taking
her out of the country category actually does
harm to a format struggling with change and
inclusivity overall,” she writes.
Mabe goes on to write about country
music’s ongoing struggles to become more
diverse and asks that it not be narrowly
defined, as she recalls one of country music’s
bleaker recent chapters: “The numbers speak
and are a matter of public record with women making up only 10 percent of all country
airplay. This year alone country music has
been mired in the controversy surrounding
one of the formats [sic] biggest artists, Morgan Wallen, who used a racial slur and grew

fans and audience from it. THIS IS NOT ALL
THAT WE ARE. Under the surface are the
artists that change it all and they are led by
the example of Kacey Musgraves.”
Mabe, who does not mention that Interscope is a partner on the project, then
dives deep into the numbers and sound of
the album. According to the description
for eligibility for best country album, the
album must contain “51% playing time of
new country recordings.” If rejected by the
committee, it is eligible for album of the
year and could be recommended for another
category, such as pop album of the year.
Mabe writes: “Sonically, it’s got more
country instrumentation than Golden
Hour which won Country Album of the Year
in 2019. To compare Golden Hour to starcrossed, both albums were produced by
Ian Fitchuk, Daniel Tashian and Kacey
Musgraves. Both albums were mixed by
Shawn Everett. On Golden Hour, Ian, Daniel
and Kacey wrote 7 of the 13 songs and
on star-crossed they wrote 11 of the 15. Both
albums complete each other with Golden
Hour telling the story of falling in love
and star-crossed telling the conclusion of
the breakup. There is no departure in sound
from these two projects. This album was
consistently classified as country throughout it’s [sic] metadata and overall labeling
across the DSP accounts and partners. starcrossed appeared on every major country
playlist of every DSP.”
She further accuses the members of the
screening committee of playing politics.
“The idea that a handful of people including competitors, who would benefit from
Kacey not being in the country category, are
deciding what is country only exacerbates
the problem. The system is broken and sadly
not just for Kacey Musgraves but for our
entire genre because of how these decisions
are made for music’s biggest stage. Building
roadblocks for artists who dare to fight the
system is so dangerous and against everything I think the Grammy’s [sic] stand for.
But that’s where we are today.”
The genre screening committees are
made up of professionals and artists in that
specific genre and should not be confused
with the nominating reviews committees,
which have been disbanded by the Record-
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ing Academy. The screening committee
meeting happen before the first-round ballots go out. Nominations will be announced
Nov. 23.
Mabe doesn’t ask for the album to be
reconsidered for inclusion— though sources
say that is her goal— but asks that Mason
consider the long-term ramifications of
the decision. “I haven’t slept all weekend
because I’m really sad for our format. I’m
sad for fans of our music and the ramifications of how we’ll continue to define success
in country music,” she writes. “This shortsided, biased decision will send ripples
throughout our format to continue to insure
[sic] that the message is sent that country
music can only be for the limited few that
enjoy the same perspective.”
The Recording Academy did not immediately respond to request for comment.
Mabe declined to comment further through
a representative.
Below is Mabe’s letter in full:
October 10, 2021
Dear Harvey,
I am writing as a follow up to our recent
conversation about the determination to
exclude Kacey Musgraves’ album starcrossed from the Grammy’s country albums
category. I am a big believer in the Grammys
as an organization and have witnessed the
power of its platform to transform artists’
careers and reflect, amplify and change
culture. That certainly has happened for
Kacey Musgraves over the last seven years
with wins in 2014 for Country Album of the
Year for Same Trailer Different Park, and
then again in 2019 for Golden Hour as well
as overall Album of the Year. The Grammy’s
have been a destination of artist discovery
and for Kacey it’s a place where her musical
history was written.
As a prime stakeholder in country music,
I would really like to frame what’s happening in our genre right now and help you and
the Grammy’s fully understand the importance of Kacey Musgraves to country music
and why this decision is so much more than
an entry point for an awards show. Taking
her out of the country category actually does
harm to a format struggling with change and
inclusivity overall. For the past several years,
the stories around country music have been

the stories of country radio and the limitations put on women’s voices or diversity of
any kind from our key artists, their perspectives or their sound. The numbers speak and
are a matter of public record with women
making up only 10 percent of all country
airplay. This year alone country music has
been mired in the controversy surrounding
one of the formats biggest artists, Morgan
Wallen, who used a racial slur and grew fans
and audience from it. THIS IS NOT ALL
THAT WE ARE. Under the surface are the
artists that change it all and they are led by
the example of Kacey Musgraves.
Kacey Musgraves is a beacon in a format
ready to push back on the ideas that there
is more than one way to succeed, there is
more than one sound and perspective for
what country music is and most importantly
who it speaks to. While that might not
sound radical, I’ll remind you that our world
believes you are either on country radio or
you aren’t country. Kacey Musgraves is an
extreme revolution and if Kacey can create
her own path, others can too. She has taken
the lead role of lighting the way of success
in a format that has been so restricted by
rules of who’s allowed in and what they can
sing about. Artists like Maren Morris, Brothers Osborne and Mickey Guyton continuously site Kacey’s career path and music
as an inspiration for their own success. My
own artist Mickey Guyton has struggled for
10 years to be heard. It took the example
of watching Kacey create her own path by
living out her own truth in country music
for Mickey to see what was possible and she
followed suit laying out her perspective as
a Black woman in America singing country
music and re-writing history on your show
last year.
Universal Music Group Nashville has
launched every major label album Kacey
Musgraves has put out. Kacey has always
forged her own path. She has stayed true
to herself and has never taken a different stance on how she framed this album
from the last ones. Sonically, it’s got more
country instrumentation than Golden
Hour which won Country Album of the Year
in 2019. To compare Golden Hour to starcrossed, both albums were produced by
Ian Fitchuk, Daniel Tashian and Kacey

Musgraves. Both albums were mixed by
Shawn Everett. On Golden Hour, Ian, Daniel
and Kacey wrote 7 of the 13 songs and
on star-crossed they wrote 11 of the 15. Both
albums complete each other with Golden
Hour telling the story of falling in love
and star-crossed telling the conclusion of
the breakup. There is no departure in sound
from these two projects. This album was
consistently classified as country throughout it’s metadata and overall labeling across
the DSP accounts and partners. starcrossed appeared on every major country
playlist of every DSP. It’s being played on
SXM The Highway, CMT and was covered
by every country media outlet at release.
This decision from the country committee
to not accept star-crossed into the country
albums category is very inconsistent and
calls into question the other agendas that
were part of this decision.
That takes us to the process. The idea that
a handful of people including competitors,
who would benefit from Kacey not being
in the country category, are deciding what
is country only exacerbates the problem.
The system is broken and sadly not just for
Kacey Musgraves but for our entire genre
because of how these decisions are made for
music’s biggest stage. Building roadblocks
for artists who dare to fight the system is so
dangerous and against everything I think
the Grammy’s stand for. But that’s where we
are today.
I haven’t slept all weekend because I’m
really sad for our format. I’m sad for fans of
our music and the ramifications of how we’ll
continue to define success in country music.
This short-sided, biased decision will send
ripples throughout our format to continue
to insure that the message is sent that country music can only be for the limited few
that enjoy the same perspective. Thank you
for listening to my concerns.
Sincerely, Cindy Mabe
President, Universal Music Group Nashville
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Here’s How
‘Fearless (Taylor’s
Version)’
Performed in Its
First Six Months,
Compared to
Taylor Swift’s
Original ‘Fearless’
BY JASON LIPSHUTZ

O

n Apr. 9, Taylor Swift unveiled Fearless (Taylor’s
Version), a re-recorded and
expanded edition of her bestselling 2008 sophomore album, and the first
entry in her process of re-recording her
first six studio albums. First announced in
2019 after Scooter Braun’s Ithaca Holdings bought Big Machine Label Group —
the owner of those albums’ master recordings — for $300 million, Swift has forged
ahead with her plan this year, with Fearless
(Taylor’s Version) to be followed by Red
(Taylor’s Version), a re-recorded edition of
her 2012 album, next month.
As noted upon its No. 1 bow on the Billboard 200 chart in April, Fearless (Taylor’s
Version) is the first chart-topping album of
its kind, as a re-recorded version of another
No. 1 album, which reached the Billboard
200 summit over a decade ago. Now, Swift is
celebrating the six-month anniversary of the
release of Fearless (Taylor’s Version) with
the album back atop the albums chart.
Before Red (Taylor’s Version) arrives on
Nov. 12 through Republic Records, however,
we can now look back on the commercial
performance of Swift’s first re-recorded
album over its first six months of release,
including the most recent tracking week —
and compare it to the performance of Swift’s
original Fearless during the same time period.
From its release day through Oct. 8, Fearless (Taylor’s Version) has earned 774,000

equivalent album units, according to MRC
Data, while Fearless has earned 124,000
equivalent album units over that same span.
Here’s a visual comparison of how Fearless
(Taylor’s Version) and Fearless have performed over the past six months, in equivalent album units:
In its first week of release, Fearless
(Taylor’s Version) earned 291,000 equivalent album units — at the time, the biggest
debut week for any album in 2021. The
re-recorded album ended its first month
of release (Apr. 9 - May 8) with 408,000
equivalent album units, while the original Fearless earned 22,000 equivalent album
units during the same span.
The monthly equivalent album unit total
for Fearless (Taylor’s Version) fell during
each of the next four months — but soared
back up over the last month, when the album returned to No. 1 on the Billboard 200
for a second nonconsecutive frame during
the week ending Oct. 7. Flying up the chart
from No. 157 to No. 1 thanks largely to the
Oct. 1 release of a signed CD only available
in Swift’s webstore and its vinyl LP, Fearless
(Taylor’s Version) earned 152,000 equivalent
album units in its most recent chart frame.
The re-recorded album earned 174,000
equivalent album units over the past month,
compared to 18,000 equivalent album units
for the original Fearless.
Digging into the disparity in equivalent
album units between Fearless (Taylor’s Version) and Fearless over the past six months,
the re-recorded album earned 498 million
on-demand streams during that time period,
compared to the original album’s 148 million
streams. Meanwhile, Fearless (Taylor’s Version) earned 401,000 album sales (including
308,000 physical album sales) and 35,000
digital song sales in its first six months,
compared to 14,000 album sales (12,000
physical sales) and 24,000 digital song sales
for Fearless.
The only area in which the original
album reigned supreme over its re-recorded
version during the past six months: radio
spins. Fearless scored 21,000 song plays on
radio between Apr. 9 and Oct. 8, compared
to 12,000 for Fearless (Taylor’s Version).
A number of factors contributed to Fearless (Taylor’s Version) earning a handy lead

in equivalent album units over the original Fearless, including fan interest in (and
support for) the reworked project, streaming platform placement upon its release, and
its expanded track list. Fearless (Taylor’s
Version) contains six additional “From The
Vault” songs, including collaborations with
Maren Morris and Keith Urban, that did not
make the original album but were included
in the track list to the re-recorded version
— and helped contribute to its equivalent
album unit totals.
Red (Taylor’s Version) will also include
“From The Vault” songs: Swift announced
collaborations with Phoebe Bridgers, Chris
Stapleton and Ed Sheeran for the expanded
track list, as well as a 10-minute version
of fan favorite “All Too Well.” Last month,
Swift also unveiled a re-recorded version of “Wildest Dreams” — presumably
from her upcoming reworked edition of
2014’s 1989 — and the song streaked to No.
37 on the Hot 100.

Jay-Z’s VC Firm
Makes Investment
to Help Create
the Metaverse
BY MICAH SINGLETON

O

ne of the biggest talking points
in the music industry right now
is the metaverse, a shared virtual
reality space that many believe
will be the future of gaming and a major
segment of the tech sector, and if investment
patterns are any indication, the music industry may end up being a major player in it.
Marcy Venture Partners (MVP), the
venture capital firm co-founded by Shawn
“JAY-Z” Carter, Roc Nation vice-chairman Jay Brown and longtime venture capitalist Larry Marcus is investing in spatial
LABS (sLABS), a tech incubator with a focus
on the metaverse and blockchain-based
products, the company tells Billboard.
Founded by Iddris Sandu — a 24-yearold technologist and entrepreneur who has
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worked with Uber, Instagram, Beyoncé’s
Ivy Park, and Kanye West’s Yeezy brand —
sLABS will launch its first product next year
called LNQ, a blockchain-enabled hardware
platform on which details are sparse (the
company declined to comment further).
Sandu says he wants to use LNQ to provide
young creators with better tools to utilize
the metaverse as it becomes a reality.
“Aligning with Marcy Venture Partners
assists with our vision for elevating the youth
as it relates to access and a means to true
technological empowerment,” Sandu said in
a statement. “The lasting impact of this relationship is not simply defined by the work
we’re doing now, but by the immeasurable
impact for generations of creators to come.”
“Iddris has a conscious world view and a
youth-centric vision that is innovative and
refreshing to witness,” JAY-Z said in a statement. “We share similar parallels in how we
imagine impacting people in our lifetime.
Partnering with him on this journey and
others is very exciting.”
This is the latest in a series of blockchain
and cryptocurrency-based investments for
MVP and JAY-Z, which includes the blockchain development platform Alchemy, the
French startup Ledger which builds security
infrastructure and hardware wallets for
cryptocurrencies, and ₿trust, an endowment (currently worth around $28 million)
created by JAY-Z and Twitter and Square
CEO Jack Dorsey to fund bitcoin development in Africa and India with the aim to
“make bitcoin the internet’s currency,” according to Dorsey.
Square recently acquired Tidal, the
streaming service owned by JAY-Z (who
now sits on the board of Square) for $300
million, and interim head of Tidal Jesse
Dorogusker told Billboard back in March
that decision was driven in part by opportunities “at the intersection of music and the
economy,” signaling we will see more financial products built into the music service.
With the investments and focus on
cryptocurrencies and blockchain by both
Dorsey and JAY-Z, it seems that we may see
a more forward-looking financial approach
to future products from Tidal.

Will R. Kelly
Spend the Rest of
His Life In Jail?
BY GIL KAUFMAN

R

. Kelly has been behind bars for
more than two-and-a-half years
as he awaits federal and state trials in Illinois and Minnesota on
charges including having sex with underage
girls, obstruction of justice and engaging in
prostitution with a minor. The trials will follow on the heels of a New York jury finding
the disgraced singer (born Robert Sylvester
Kelly) guilty of nine charges on Sept. 27,
including racketeering and sex trafficking.
Kelly, 54, faces 10 years to life in prison
following his conviction in New York — with
sentencing scheduled for May 4, 2022 — in
addition to three to seven years in prison for
each of the 10 counts of aggravated criminal sexual abuse in a separate case in Cook
County, Illinois. The disgraced singer who
once referred to himself as the “Pied Piper
of R&B” is also looking at more potential
prison time pending the outcome of an
upcoming federal case in Chicago, as well as
even more potential years in prison from the
state case in Minnesota.
The Chicago and New York federal cases
don’t share any victims, but are likely to
feature several overlapping elements, from
potential witnesses to the alleged criminal
behavior, according to WBEZ Chicago.
The singer, who has pleaded not guilty to
all the charges in the cases and has steadfastly maintained his innocence, has been
behind bars since July 2019. One of his attorneys in the Chicago case, Steve Greenberg — who was also on Kelly’s defense
team in the New York case before asking to
be removed — tells Billboard that it’s likely
the “I Believe I Can Fly” star may never
walk free again.
“The Chicago case probably won’t ever
go to trial,” Greenberg tells Billboard. “We’ll
work out a concurrent plea or something
like that. He’s going to get launched. [U.S.
district court Judge] Donnelly [who pre-

sided over the New York case] is going to
make sure he never gets out of jail.”
Michael Leonard — another Chicagobased lawyer who asked to be excused from
the New York case but is still representing Kelly in the federal case in Illinois —
tells Billboard that he also expects his client
will face a “possible lengthy” sentence from
Judge Donnelly at the May court appearance. “If it is a substantial sentence, that
could very well mean that the other jurisdictions will not want to expand their resources on long trials for Mr. Kelly,” Leonard says.
“Or that they may be much more interested
in plea bargaining with Mr. Kelly.”
If the latter is the case, Leonard says
the “most logical” outcome would be that
nothing goes forward in the other cases,
especially the trials, “until the landscape
is clarified by Judge Donnelly’s sentence.”
By the time of the sentencing in the New
York case Kelly will have been locked up for
nearly three years.
Even as Kelly faces the potential of dozens of additional years behind bars in the
other cases, or even the rest of his natural
life, one of the most dogged reporters on the
case for the past two decades, Chicago journalist Jim DeRogatis, recently told the New
York Times’ music podcast Popcast that
speculation about the amount of time Kelly
could serve after the additional trials could
all actually be a moot point.
Asked if he was afraid Kelly could be
freed on appeal following the New York verdict, DeRogatis pointed to those other cases
the once high-flying R&B star faces, as well
as one very simple reason he’ll likely spend
the rest of his life in lockup: money.
“The other big reason, bigger than
#MeToo was, Kelly is broke,” DeRogatis
said of the once-arena-packing star who has
effectively been grounded since 2018 and
prevented from earning lucrative touring
revenue, as well as having his two official
YouTube channels permanently disabled following the New York verdict and
getting dropped by his longtime label, RCA
Records, before the New York trial.
After living a lavish lifestyle for years, Kelly’s finances appear to be in free-fall. Crain’s
Chicago Business reported that a $2.9 million
foreclosure was filed on Kelly’s suburban
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Chicago mansion in 2011, and it was auctioned off in 2013 for $950,000. Additionally,
the Chicago Sun-Times reported at the time
that he owed the IRS more than $4.8 million.
He was evicted from two Atlanta-area homes
over more than $31,000 in 2018, and the following year he told a judge he couldn’t pay
$161,000 in back child support.
DeRogatis pointed to what he deemed
the bungling defense team that represented
the singer in New York as “absolutely bargain basement,” a sure sign that the singer
wouldn’t be able to pay for the kind of toptier defense team stars typically hire in such
serious cases.
Though the prospects for Kelly being
released anytime soon seem dim, Chicagobased former federal prosecutor Renato
Mariotti tells Billboard the handful of cases
in different courtrooms could work in his
favor. “While I think it’s possible that R.
Kelly will be imprisoned for the rest of his
life, I don’t think that is certain to happen,”
says Mariotti, who spoke to Billboard about
typical sentencing in such cases, but has no
first-hand knowledge of the specifics in the
Kelly case.
“He is facing criminal charges in multiple
jurisdictions, as well as a serious conviction
in federal court in Brooklyn,” Mariotti adds.
“But the judge in Brooklyn has wide discretion regarding his potential sentence, and
there are issues that could be raised on appeal to challenge his conviction or sentence.”
Agreeing with Leonard, Mariotti speculated that a negotiated resolution between
Kelly’s team and prosecutors in which he
admits to all of the conduct in the other
jurisdictions and “a single judge in one
jurisdiction considers that conduct and
sentences him” could save the singer from a
lifetime behind bars. “This would give some
measure of certainty to both sides, but likely
would only be possible if the agreement
gives R. Kelly at least the possibility that he
will not spend the rest of his life in prison,”
Mariotti says.

‘Blue Velvet’ and
Other Lee Morris
Songs Acquired
by Raleigh
Music Publishing
BY KRISTIN ROBINSON

R

aleigh Music Publishing announced today (Oct. 12) that
it has acquired the catalog of
American songwriter Lee Morris.
Morris’s Billboard No. 1 hit, “Blue Velvet,”
which is included in the sale to RMP, is
a testament to how valuable ownership
of a culturally relevant composition can
be for rights holders. The song was first
recorded as a hit for Tony Bennett in 1951,
but it reached its zenith in 1963 when it
was re-recorded by crooner Bobby Vinton.
While it might have seemed by the midsixties the song had had its run, interest in
“Blue Velvet” was revived yet again in 1986
when filmmaker David Lynch constructed
a successful mystery thriller under the
same title. Blue Velvet also featured the
Morris-penned track as a motif, with song
placements multiple times throughout the
film, and the film earned Lynch an Academy
Award nomination.
Again, in 2012, “Blue Velvet” was reborn,
this time by then-newcomer Lana Del Rey.
Included on her second album Born to Die
— Paradise Edition subsequent EP Paradise. The song also received a buzzworthy
sync placement in H&M’s video advertising
campaign that year, featuring a throwback
to Lynch’s film by the same title.
Also included in the deal are Bobby
Vinton-recorded songs like “Satin,” “Someone I Used To Know,” and “Tina”; Elvis
Presley cuts like “Big Love, Big Heartache,”
“Barefoot Ballad” and “You Can’t Say No In
Acapulco”; Frank Sinatra’s “If I Only Had
a Match” (with Al Jolson) and “You Forgot
All the Words”; and Nat King Cole’s “I Don’t
Want to See Tomorrow.”
Morris’s classic songs join catalogs of

other talents like Elvis Presley, George
Gershwin, Muhammad Ali, Bo Diddley, and
more on Raleigh Music Group’s roster.
“Lee Morris was a member of that select
fraternity of mid-20th century songwriters
who found inspiration and nourishment in
the American popular song idiom,” says cofounder Peter Raleigh.
“We are thrilled to own this iconic catalog
and look forward to reintroducing and promoting these important songs to generations
to come,” adds co-founder Steven Storch.

Tyga Arrested in
Los Angeles on
Felony Domestic
Violence Charge
BY NEENA ROUHANI

T

yga was arrested Tuesday (Oct.
12) due to a felony domestic violence charge following an alleged
dispute with 22-year-old exgirlfriend Camaryn Swanson. The “Loyal”
rapper, 31, reportedly turned himself in to
Los Angeles police after the altercation.
Swanson posted to her Instagram in the
past regarding the alleged abuse from Tyga
(real name: Michael Stevenson), including a
photo of a black eye with the caption, “I’ve
been emotionally, mentally and physically
abused and I’m not hiding it anymore,” and
tagging TMZ. Sources told TMZ that Swanson went to the rapper’s Hollywood home
early Monday and she alleges things turned
violent once inside.
Swanson posted an alleged text conversation with Tyga on her Instagram story and
did not conceal his phone number. The chat
detailed what Swanson says were the texts
that led up to and followed the altercation,
refuting accusations that she arrived “uninvited” and “screaming.” She also said she
was “embarrassed and ashamed,” but had to
“stand up for myself.”
According to TMZ, officers noticed visible
marks on Swanson’s face when they took the
report. Tyga’s bail is set at $50,000.
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It’s unclear when Swanson and Tyga
broke up, but they first posted about their
relationship on socials in the spring. Tyga
previously dated Kylie Jenner for years
before their breakup in 2017.

Denis Handlin’s
Honorary Award Is
Revoked Following
Explosive
Documentary
BY BILLBOARD STAFF

B

RISBANE, Australia — Denis
Handlin has been stripped of one
honorary award, and Australia’s
two highest-profile industry associations spoke-out just hours after an explosive investigation into Sony Music’s former
chief went to air on national TV.
On Monday night (Oct. 11), the Australian Broadcasting Corporation premiered
the 47-minute documentary Facing the
Music: The Sony Music Scandal, which lifted
the lid on the “culture of fear, harassment
and bullying” in a workplace Handlin led for
37 years.
The fallout has been swift. Trade body
Q Music on Tuesday (Oct. 12) revoked the
honorary award presented to Handlin at
the 2020 Queensland Music Awards, in his
hometown Brisbane.
“Following ongoing reports of systemic
bullying, discrimination, and misconduct
under Handlin’s leadership at Sony Music
Entertainment,” reads a statement from Kris
Stewart, CEO of QMusic, the organization
“could not let this acknowledgement and
celebration of Handlin’s career stand.”
Those reports have been mounting-up
in recent months, and reached a crescendo
with the ABC’s Four Corners investigation,
for which journalist Grace Tobin spoke with
more than 100 current and ex-Sony Music
employees as part of the broadcaster’s probe
into bullying, discrimination and misconduct at the music giant.

The report, notes QMusic’s Stewart, “laid
bare the undeniable fact that the culture
under Denis Handlin’s leadership at Sony
came at significant human cost.” He continued, “toxic workplaces, be they in the
office, boardroom, on stage or behind, have
no future in Australian music. We cannot,
and should not accept nor celebrate this
kind of culture. The future of music must be
one that is safe, supportive, and equitable
for all.”
Now, pressure is mounting on other organizations to follow suit.
Handlin accumulated a vast collection of
prestigious honors in a 51-year-long career
with Sony Music, which abruptly ended
June 21.
Over time, Handlin received the Ted
Albert Award for Outstanding Services to
Australian Music’ (2009), presented each
year at the APRA Music Awards; the ARIA
Icon award (2014); and he has twice been
recognized by the Queen — as a Member
of the Order of Australia (AM) in 2005 and
the Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) in
2017.
On Tuesday, ARIA and APRA AMCOS
responded to the ABC’s exposé. “Last night’s
program was distressing and disheartening
viewing,” reads a statement from the APRA
AMCOS. The PRO “wants to be part of a
music industry that upholds a high level of
professional respect, conduct and integrity,
and does not condone any form of discrimination, harassment or bullying,” the statement continues. “We recognize and accept
there’s still much work to do in this space.”
APRA AMCOS also reiterated its commitment to an Equity Action Plan, with
the organization currently undertaking a
review of its Sexual Harassment & Harm
Prevention Framework to ensure all parties
involved “respect others, act lawfully, safely
and responsibly.” That framework extends
to award recipients.
Allegations such as those made in the
documentary, the statement continues, “are
being considered seriously as part of this
review.”
Separately, ARIA, for which Handlin
served as chairman of the board over two
separate stints, issued its own brief statement.

“No one should feel unsafe, harassed,
discriminated against, or bullied in the
workplace,” it reads. “ARIA will continue to
work towards safety, inclusion and equality
across the music industry including through
the cultural change process that was started
in May this year. We will listen to the voices
that need to be heard and provide our wholehearted support every step of the way.”
Neither statement addressed the former
Sony Music ANZ chairman and CEO by
name.
Earlier this year, ARIA and its recently-appointed CEO, Annabelle Herd, who became
the trade body’s first female chief executive
in February, invited more than 30 industry
professionals to an “initial conversation”
on sexual harm, harassment and systemic
discrimination. From it, a working group was
formed to tap experts in sexual harm and
establish a national consultation strategy.
The momentum for change in these parts
has gathered pace following investigative
reports published in a string of outlets,
including The Sydney Morning Herald, The
Guardian, The Brag Media, NZ’s Stuff,
Schwartz Media’s podcast series Everybody Knows and the Instagram page Beneath The Glass Ceiling, and by the ongoing work of whistleblowers and advocates
such as indie artist Jaguar Jonze (real name
Deena Lynch).
The spark was lit, and, in recent months,
the domestic arms of Sony Music and Universal Music launched investigations into
their respective corporate cultures, leading to the termination of several music
industry figures, including Tony Glover, a
veteran Sony Music executive who appeared
in the Four Corners documentary.
Sony Music’s investigation remains ongoing, sources tell Billboard.
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How The Viral
Success of
Slander’s ‘Love
Is Gone’ Led to
Remixes From
the Duo’s Dance
World Heroes
BY HARRY LEVIN

I

n contrast to the title, love certainly
persists for Slander’s’s 2019 single,
“Love Is Gone.” Since its release in
May of 2019, the Los Angeles-based
melodic bass duo has shared 14 versions of
the track.
Following the original, the vocals from
frequent EDM singer Dylan Matthew —
who’s worked with acts including Seven Lions, Tritonal and Kayzo — were laid over a
remix package released in January of 2020.
This was followed by an acoustic version,
an orchestral version and a second remix
package out in full this past Friday (October
8) and featuring edits from legends like Kaskade and Armin van Buuren.
For Slander’s Derek Andersen and Scott
Land, co-signs from these icons are a big
deal, as some of their most cherished memories from the early days of their friendship
(and career) include seeing Kaskade at the
Hollywood Palladium and watching Van
Buuren spin for nine hours at an Armin
Only show.
“It’s as full circle as it can be for Derek
and I,” says Land. “We’re a direct product of
going to these guys’ shows and listening to
their music and being inspired by it.”
But there’s a greater reason why Slander
has invested so much energy and star-power
into a track first released two years ago:
the opportunity to extend the life of the
song after it suddenly went viral during the
pandemic — and the chance of raising their
global profile in the process.
Road testing “Love Is Gone” before it

dropped in 2019, it seemed Slander was
primed to release a substantial hit. They
debuted it as an ID at EDC Las Vegas 2018.
Upon posting this set to Soundcloud after
the festival, the most comments were at the
timestamp for “Love Is Gone.”
“That was the main comment we were
getting on social media for an entire year,”
Andersen says. “People kept asking us when
we were releasing ‘Love Is Gone’.”
“We played the song out for over a year
before we dropped it, so it came out with
a lot of hype,” says Will Runzel, Slander’s
manager. “For us, it was a huge initial
success, especially being a song that also
worked in their live sets.”
“Love Is Gone” hit No. 45 on Hot Dance/
Electronic Songs in January of 2020 — but
bigger chart success were to come when Andersen and Land shared an acoustic version
that went viral during the pandemic. During
a singular moment in history, when millions
people were locked inside and turning to
uplifting yet melancholy music for respite,
Andersen and Land saw a steady rise in
streams of the acoustic version of “Love Is
Gone” as the song went viral on Douyin —
the Chinese version of TikTok — in the later
summer of 2020.
The spike crossed over onto other platforms, with the acoustic version getting
roughly 60,000-80,000 on demand streams
per day at the beginning of the spike, peaking at around 600,000 streams per day in
April of 2021. The video of Dylan Matthew playing the song on piano in a low-lit
recording studio has clocked nearly 116 million views on YouTube, compared to the 16
million aggregated by the original video.
“What the ‘Love Is Gone,’ acoustic version
did,” says Land, “is it showed people that, at
its core, it is a very emotional song that a lot
of people can attach life experiences to.”
The acoustic version now has nearly 159
million streams on Spotify, roughly triple
that of the original. Its success also lead lead
to expanded achievements for this original,
with the song “Love Is Gone” hitting No.
12 on Dance/Electronic Digital Song Sales
and No. 22 on Dance/Electronic Streaming Songs in February of 2021, more than a
year after its release. “Last I checked it was
getting over 300,000 streams a day consis-

tently,” says Runzel. “It’s still got legs, that’s
for sure.”
Now, Slander is capitalizing on this viral
success via the new remix package, which
aims to extend the song’s shelf life even
further. The team signed the track to Los
Angeles-based distribution and publishing
company Create Music Group and began
approaching new artists for a second round
of remixes.
Initially, Andersen and Land considered
getting an A-list vocalist to do a new version,
but then opted to reach out to some of their
idols, the artists who inspired them to pursue their musical careers in the first place.
“Instead of getting one big pop act,” says
Andersen, “We thought, ‘Why don’t we get
five or six really huge electronic acts, and
stay a little more true to our roots?’”
Given the global popularity of the acoustic version, Andersen and Land reached
out to international names for remixes. The
final package includes Brazilian phenom
ALOK, a huge star in South America, Dutch
sensation R3HAB, who has a significant
following in Asia, and Kaskade and van
Buuren, who have broad international
fanbases. While Anderson and Land might
never had imagined it as kids in the pit at
the Palladium, these latter two artists are
both already dropping their remixes in
their sets. Another remix by Tiësto is also
forthcoming.
“To this day the song does well in Europe,
Asia, North America and Australia,” says
Runzel. “We’re hoping the Alok, Armin and
incoming Tiësto remix will boost its presence in South America.”
“Internationally, we have room to grow,”
Andersen says of this strategy, “and that was
part of the mentality.”
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Universal Music
and Senegalese
Legend Youssou
NDour Strike
Multi-Year Pact
BY TATIANA CIRISANO

U

niversal Music Africa (UMA)
has struck a multi-year, exclusive partnership with legendary Senegalese artist Youssou
N’Dour and his music company, TBI
Publishing S.A.
The global pact comes at NDour prepares
to release a new album on Nov. 12. N’Dour
achieved global recognition in the 1980s,
when he released Billboard Hot 100-charting duet “7 Seconds” with Neneh Cherry,
toured with Peter Gabriel and performed
at Wembley Stadium alongside Sting,
Tracy Chapman and Bruce Springsteen for
Amnesty International. Over his nearly fivedecade career as a musician, he has been
nominated for six Grammy awards, winning
one, and was awarded the Polaris Music
Prize in 2013.
“It is an honor and a great pride for
Universal Music Africa, to have gained
the trust of such a monumental figure in
African music culture,” UMA managing
director Franck Kacou said. “N’Dour has
inspired multiple generations of music fans,
each time with his impressive relevance,
social resonance and most importantly with
his timeless songwriting.
“His incomparable voice is a strong symbol of the direction we have taken over the
past couple of years with UMA, establishing the company as a true home for African
artists and music, and a bridge to audiences
around the world through our network of
labels,” he continued. “I am convinced that
Youssou N’Dour’s future releases with UMA
will add to his already long list of international successes at the service of the continent and continue to build on his powerful
and lasting artistic legacy.”

Founded in 2018 and headquartered in
Abidjan, Côte D’Ivoire, UMA develops the
entire Universal Music Group catalog across
the region, alongside a domestic roster of
more than 100 artists, and houses labels Def
Jam Africa and Motown Gospel Africa.
In a statement about the partnership,
N’Dour added: “From Africa to the world...
Let’s go Universal.”

Deon Estus,
Wham! & George
Michael Bassist
Behind the Hit
‘Heaven Help Me,’
Dies at 65
BY KATIE ATKINSON

D

eon Estus, the longtime bass
player for Wham! and George
Michael behind the 1989 hit
song “Heaven Help Me,” died
Monday (Oct. 11) at age 65, according a post
on his official social media accounts.
“It is with real sadness I post that Deon
Estus passed away this morning,” reads
a post on Estus’ Twitter page. “Deon was
mostly known as the third member of
Wham! Deon was passionate about music
and loved interacting with his loyal fans.”
His partner Brenda Kaye Pearce shared
this message to Facebook on Monday: “My
dearest, closest partner and significant other
of 4 years transitioned and all I can remember is our last conversation the day before.
My heart will need time to heal. R.I.P. Deon.
Love you forever.”
Estus — born Jeffery Dean Estus in Detroit in 1956 — had a top five hit on the Billboard Hot 100 with “Heaven Help Me,”
which reached No. 5 in April 1989. The song,
which was co-written and featured background vocals from Michael, who also solely
produced it, peaked at No. 3 on the Hot
R&B/Hip-Hop Songs and Adult Contemporary charts.

“Heaven Help Me” was released from
Estus’ only album, Spell, released in 1989
and which also produced the Dance Club
Songs hit “Me or the Rumours” and the top
20 Adult Contemporary title track.
In addition to his work with Wham! and
Michael, according to Estus’ bio, he played
bass with Tina Turner, Elton John, Marvin
Gaye, Frank Zappa and Annie Lennox.
In an interview with Billboard following
the Christmas Day death of Michael in 2016,
Estus said, “I’m still in shock. It hasn’t quite
hit me yet, but it helps to talk about it and
to think about all those fantastic tours, all
those records, all the people he’s helped and
all the things he’s done, which is a lot. I was
blessed to have known him.”
Watch Estus perform “Heaven Help Me”
on the Netherlands’ CountDown in 1989
below:

Marley Brothers,
Wu-Tang Clan
& Slightly
Stoopid Set For
New Southern
California Festival
BY TAYLOR MIMS

G

oldenvoice is returning to Long
Beach, Calif., with a brand
new festival. California Vibes,
or Cali Vibes, will hit Southern
California from Feb. 4-6 with performances
from Slightly Stoopid, Dirty Heads, Rebelution, Sublime with Rome and more.
The three-day event will also feature a
special Bob Marley birthday performance
from the Marley Brothers including Ziggy,
Stephen, Damian, Ky-Mani and Julian Marley. The celebration will mark what would
have been their father’s 77th birthday with
a catalog of Bob Marley songs.
Hip-hop legends Wu-Tang Clan will
also make a special appearance on Cali
Vibes’ Sunday night. Additional perform-
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ers include Sean Paul, Pepper, Atmosphere,
Shaggy, Stick Figure and more.
According to promoter Goldenvoice, Cali
Vibes is a celebration of Southern California
music, beach culture and reggae “vibrations.” The festival will take place at the
grass-lined Marina Green Park which overlooks the water at the edge of downtown
Long Beach. VIP tickets are also available
in the form of the Beach Club, an exclusive
21+ oasis that features upfront stage viewing
accessible only to Beach Club ticket holders
and artist guests, a fully-stocked munchies
bar, beer and cocktail tastings, private, airconditioned restrooms, parking adjacent to
the festival entrance and a complimentary
“SwagBag” upon entry.
Three-day ticket prices start at $285 plus
fees and three-Day VIP tickets start at $420
plus fees. Three-day Beach Club tickets are
$999 plus fees. California Vibrations will
be donating $1 per every ticket sold, with
a minimum commitment of $25,000 to our
nonprofit beneficiary, the Surfrider Foundation. Surfrider is dedicated to the protection and enjoyment of the world’s ocean,
waves and beaches for all people. Fans can
register here to buy tickets starting Friday
at 10am PT.
Check out the full announced lineup
below.

Beverly Noga,
Former Publicist
for Sonny & Cher
and the Bee Gees,
Dies at 87
BY MIKE BARNES

B

everly Noga, a music publicist who helped guide the
careers of such artists as Sonny
& Cher, Cream, the Bee
Gees and The Chambers Brothers, died
Friday of cancer at her home in Los Angeles,
a family spokesperson said. She was 87.
Noga and Bobbi Cowan, niece of legend-

ary publicist Warren Cowan, founded
Contemporary Public Relations in 1964.
Their clients also included The Turtles,
Three Dog Night, Paul Revere and the
Raiders, Eric Burdon and the Animals, Joe
Cocker and Blind Faith.
When the office closed, Noga and Willie Chambers of The Chambers Brothers formed Hebewillen Enterprises and
Hebewillen Publishing, running both until
her death.
Noga’s parents, John and Helen Noga,
owned the Blackhawk and Downbeat nightclubs in San Francisco that hosted such acts
as Dave Brubeck, Louie Armstrong, Duke
Ellington, Count Basie, Billie Holiday and Dinah Washington.
Noga’s mother discovered and managed Johnny Mathis, and as the singer’s
career took off, he and her family moved
into a home on Sunset Boulevard and Elm
Drive in Beverly Hills.
Noga became an integral part of her
mom’s management team in its California
and New York offices, and their Beverly
Hills home became a place to host celebrities from the worlds of music and film.
Survivors include her daughter, prolific
voiceover actress Sherry Lynn; son-in-law
Robert Briscoe Evans, an actor; granddaughter Jessica Evans, an actress, and her partner, Freddy Delgadillo; granddaughter Katie
Cooper and her husband, Kyle Cooper; and
great-granddaughter Rilo Anne Cooper.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made
to the American Cancer Society or the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation.
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.

Arlo Parks,
Elton John &
More Honored
at 2021 BMI
London Awards
BY MIA NAZARENO

A

rlo Parks took home the impact
award at the 2021 BMI London
Awards for her “groundbreaking artistry, creative vision and
impact on the future of music,” according
to a statement from the performing rights
organization.
To celebrate the win, Parks performed
a special rendition of “Eugene” from Collapsed in Sunbeams.
On Monday (Oct. 11), BMI released its
list of winners from the awards ceremony
honoring “the top UK and European songwriters, composers and music publishers of
the most-performed songs of the previous
year,” according to BMI’s release.
Co-written by Tom Barnes, Lewis Capaldi’s ballad “Before You Go” won song of
the year. This is Barnes’ third award from
the BMI London Awards.
British songwriter/producer Inflo (born
Dean Josiah Cover) received the BMI champion award for his music collective known
as Sault, and its acclaimed albums, which
include Nine, Untitled (Black Is), and Untitled (Rise). Inflo has collaborated with
Little Simz, Michael Kiwanuka and, most
recently, Adele on her upcoming album.
On top of his critically acclaimed music,
BMI honors the producer for his “creative
accomplishments and powerful contributions to culture, social policy, and racial
justice through his music.”
Along with the list of winners, the
BMI London Awards also announced its
top 30 most performed pop songs and the
BMI Billion-Air Awards for songs that have
reached more than a million broadcast
performances.
Some of the pop honorees include song-
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writers Jessica Agombar and David
Stewart for penning BTS’ smash “Dynamite” and beabadoobee for “death bed
(coffee for your head).” Ed Sheeran, AnneMarie, Niall Horan and Sam Smith were
also recognized in the list.
BMI Billion-Air Awards recognized Elton
John’s “Bennie and the Jets” and “Don’t
Go Breaking My Heart” (7 million performances each) and Sheeran’s “Shape of You”
(6 million performances) to name a few.
For the full list of winners, please visit
BMI’s website.

Smash Mouth
Singer Steve
Harwell Retires,
Citing Ongoing
Health Issues
BY GIL KAUFMAN

A

fter sitting out some shows
due to reported health issues
and returning to the stage over
the weekend for an afternoon
show in Bethel, New York in which he
slurred his words and appeared to be out of
sorts, Smash Mouth singer Steve Harwell
announced his retirement from the “All
Star” group on Tuesday (Oct. 12).
The announcement from the 54-year-old
singer came after fan video from the weekend show seemed to show Harwell cursing
at the audience and threatening them, with
a statement from a representative for the
San Jose-bred group revealing that Harwell
has been dealing with “long-term medical
issues” over the past eight years, adding that
he suffered “numerous symptoms directly
linked with his current medical situation”
during last weekend’s gig.
The statement noted that Harwell was
diagnosed with cardiomyopathy eight years
ago, which the Mayo Clinic defines as a
disease of the heart muscle that “makes it
harder for your heart to pump blood to the
rest of your body.” The ailment can lead to

heart failure, with symptoms ranging from
breathlessness during activity to bloating,
fatigue, rapid heartbeat, dizziness and chest
pressure.
The release said that since his initial
diagnosis Harwell has suffered from
“nonstop serious medical setbacks including heart failure as well as acute Wernicke
Encephalopathy,” described as a condition that has greatly impacted his motor
functions, including speech and impaired
memory. WEbMD describes the symptoms
of Wernicke Encephalopathy as including
confusion and loss of muscle coordination
due to a lack of vitamin B1, which helps your
brain turn sugar into energy.
“Ever since I was a kid, I dreamed of
being a Rockstar performing in front of
sold-out arenas and have been so fortunate
to live out that dream. To my bandmates,
it’s been an honor performing with you
all these years and I can’t think of anyone
else I would have rather gone on this wild
journey with,” wrote Harwell in a statement,
which said that despite his best efforts to
work through his ailments he can no longer
perform.
“To our loyal and amazing fans, thank
you, all of this was possible because of you.
I’ve tried so hard to power through my
physical and mental health issues, and to
play in front of you one last time, but I just
wasn’t able to. I am so grateful to each and
every one of you who has helped Smash
Mouth sell over 10 million albums worldwide, put us on top of radio charts and those
who have kept All Star relevant as one of the
top memes on the internet today. I cannot
wait to see what Smash Mouth accomplishes next and am looking forward to counting
myself as one of the band’s newest fans.”
A source familiar with the situation said that
Harwell has suffered from “several types”
of unspecified addictions in past that led to
medical and mental health issues and last
weekend’s performance made it clear that
he could no longer perform due to those
symptoms. It referred to a widely distributed video taken by a fan at the New York
show, that appeared to show Harwell not
knowing where he was and forgetting lyrics,
which the source attributed to “one of his
episodes.”

Though Harwell is stepping down, the
release said that the band — best known for
their ska-tinged pop punk hits “Walkin’ on
the Sun,” “All Star” and covers of songs by
the Monkees (“I’m a Believer”) and War
(“Why Can’t We Be Friends”) — will continue to perform and that they have his “full
support” in finding a replacement. Earlier
this month, TMZ reported that Harwell had
taken a temporary leave of absence from the
band to deal with the same heart issues that
landed him in the hospital in 2017, with an
unidentified vocalist taking his place for a
run of shows.
Smash Mouth has released seven albums
to date, beginning with their 1997 debut Fush Yu Mang through 2012’s Magic.

Eric Church
Invites Morgan
Wallen to Perform
With Him at
Philadelphia
Concert
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

W

hen Eric Church announced last week that
his two “special solo sets”
in Pennsylvania as part of
his Gather Again Tour would include a few
surprises, he wasn’t kidding.
During his concert at Philadelphia’s Wells
Fargo Center on Saturday, Church first
welcomed “Burning House” hitmaker Cam
to sing with him, and later invited Morgan
Wallen to the stage.
Church and Wallen performed a handful of Wallen’s songs including “Sand in My
Boots,” “Whiskey Glasses” and “Quittin’
Time,” as well as the Church hits “Record
Year” and “Homeboy.”
Church is a co-writer on Wallen’s Dangerous: The Double Album, contributing to the
track “Quittin’ Time” alongside Luke Laird
and Josh Thompson. Over the past several
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months, Wallen has posted images from his
offstage moments hanging out with Church,
including golfing trips and jam sessions.
Despite the apparent close friendship
between Church and Wallen, Church also
denounced Wallen’s use of a racial slur
earlier this year, telling Billboard during an
interview in April, “That was indefensible.
I was heartbroken when it happened. I
think Morgan’s trying to work on that and
on himself. And I hope he does.” Following
the incident, Church also sent Wallen a note
telling him to “hang in there.”
After TMZ released video of a drunken
Wallen uttering a racial slur outside of his
Nashville home in February, Wallen’s music
was temporarily pulled from country radio
and from several top streaming playlists,
he was suspended from his record label Big
Loud/Republic, and disqualified from several awards shows. However, Wallen’s “Sand
in My Boots” currently resides just outside
the top 20 on Billboard’s Country Airplay
chart. Since its January release, Dangerous:
The Double Album spent 10 weeks atop the
all-genre Billboard 200 chart and still lives
in the top 10.
At the Nov. 10 Country Music Association
Awards, Wallen’s lone nomination is in the
album of the year category, for Dangerous:
The Double Album (he was disqualified from
being nominated in any individual artist
categories, such as male vocalist of the year,
and has been banned from attending the
ceremony.
Church, meanwhile is nominated for five
trophies heading into November’s ceremony, including a nod for entertainer of
the year.
This isn’t the first major headlining show
Wallen has guested at so far this year: In
July, Wallen joined Luke Bryan onstage
at Bryan’s headlining show at Nashville’s
Bridgestone Arena (along with Jason Aldean
and Florida Georgia Line’s Tyler Hubbard).
In September, Church also welcomed Wallen as a guest performer during a private
event to celebrate the opening of the
Nashville-based The Twelve Thirty Club,
which was launched by Justin Timberlake
and restaurateur Sam Fox.
Wallen is also gearing up for four of
his own headlining shows later this year,

including two stops in Alabama, one in Tennessee and one in Georgia.
Wallen recently shared the powerful
new song “Don’t Think Jesus” that he says
was penned by songwriters Jessi Alexander, Chase McGill and Mark Holman and
inspired by his own story.

Stockholm’s
Avicii Arena
To Host Its First
Avicii-Related
Performance
BY KATIE BAIN

F

ive months after Stockholm’s Ericsson Globe was officially renamed
the Avicii Arena, the venue has
announced its first Avicii-related
programming.
On Dec. 1, the 15,000-person space will
host the debut For A Better Day concert,
featuring performances from largely Swedish acts including dance duo Galantis, pop
artist Håkan Hellström, singer/songwriter Miriam Bryant and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, along with, organizers
says, “tributes to Avicii’s musical heritage as
well as collaborations and surprise guests.”
The performance will be conducted by Stefan Olsson, who did the concert arrangements for the 2019 Avicii tribute concert
in Stockholm. Programming during the
concert will also include input from mental
health experts and other mental healthrelated content.
This performance is intended to bring
attention to mental health among young
people and will be the first of what’s
planned to be an annual event. The name
comes from the Tim Bergling Foundation’s
work with the For A Better Day, for which
young people shared their thoughts on what
they need to secure a better future.
“I hope we succeed in creating a feeling
that we really do this together, because it
is only together that we can make a differ-

ence,” says Avicii’s father Klas Bergling.
“Young people are our future and we must
be afraid for them. It is unacceptable that
they are getting worse and that suicide rates
are rising in that group - and it is our duty to
do what we can to break that trend.”
The For a Better Day Performance is
being organized by the Avicii Arena and
the Tim Bergling Foundation, the suicide
prevention and mental health awareness
organization founded by Klas Bergling and
his wife Anki Lidén in the wake of their
son’s suicide in April of 2018. Tickets for the
show go on sale tomorrow (October 13) via
the Avicii Arena website.
When ASM Global, the operator of the
Ericsson Globe, announced the venue’s
name change this past May, it was noted
that the Avicii Arena will also serve as a hub
for events hosted by the Foundation. Avicii
played a pair of sold-out shows at the Ericsson Globe in 2012.

Taylor Swift
Extends Record
Run Atop Artist
100 Chart, Thanks
to ‘Fearless
(Taylor’s Version)’
Resurgence
BY XANDER ZELLNER

T

aylor Swift leaps from No. 16 to No.
1 on the Billboard Artist 100 chart
(dated Oct. 16), reclaiming her
status as the top musical act in the
U.S. for a record-extending 49th total week.
Swift rebounds as her LP Fearless (Taylor’s Version) returns to No. 1 on the Billboard 200 for a second week on top, nearly
six months after its release, following the
Oct. 1 arrival of its signed CD available only
in Swift’s webstore and its corresponding
vinyl LP. The set earned 152,000 equivalent
album units and sold 67,000 vinyl albums in
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the week ending Oct. 7, according to MRC
Data, marking the fourth-largest week for a
vinyl album since MRC Data began tracking music sales in 1991. Swift’s own Evermore holds the record, with 102,000 sold
in its first week of availability on vinyl
(June 12 chart), followed by Olivia Rodrigo’s Sour (76,000; Sept. 4) and Billie Eilish’s Happier Than Ever (73,000; Aug. 14).
Swift sports seven albums on the latest
Billboard 200. Below Fearless (Taylor’s Version), she charts with Folklore at No. 34, Evermore (No. 50), Lover (No. 60), 1989 (No.
77), Red (No. 131) and Reputation (No. 168).
Dating to the Artist 100’s launch in July
2014, Drake ranks second with 32 weeks
at No. 1, followed by The Weeknd (22) and
BTS (20).
Among other Artist 100 chart moves, Meek
Mill surges 91-3 as his new album Expensive
Pain debuts at No. 3 on the Billboard 200
(95,000 units), marking his seventh top 10 on
the tally. He has led the Artist 100 for three
weeks, most recently in December 2018.
Plus, Brandi Carlile re-enters the Artist
100 at No. 9, reaching the top 10 for the
first time as her new LP In These Silent
Days launches at No. 1 on both Americana/
Folk Albums and Top Rock & Alternative
Albums and No. 11 on the Billboard 200
(36,000 units).
The Artist 100 measures artist activity
across key metrics of music consumption,
blending album and track sales, radio airplay, streaming and social media fan interaction to provide a weekly multi-dimensional
ranking of artist popularity.
For all chart news, you can follow @billboard and @billboardcharts on both Twitter
and Instagram.

Hot ‘Mess’:
Lee Brice
Continues No. 1
Streak on Country
Airplay Chart
BY JIM ASKER

L

ee Brice nets his eighth leader
on Billboard’s Country Airplay chart, as “Memory I Don’t
Mess With” rises from No. 2 to No.
1 on the Oct. 16-dated list, in its 49th week
on the survey. It increased by 15% to 30.4
million impressions in the week ending Oct.
10, according to MRC Data.
Brice co-wrote the song with Brian Davis
and Billy Montana.
“Wow, every single one is hard, every single one is so special, and I am so thankful for
this No. 1,” Brice tells Billboard. “Momentum
is hard to get, hard to keep, and we are all so
pumped to still be trucking along, playing
and making the music we love. Thank you to
my co-writers, our fans, who are the best in
the world, and country radio.”
“Memory” is Brice’s fourth consecutive
proper single to top Country Airplay. It follows “One of Them Girls,” which reigned for
a career-best three weeks in October 2020;
“I Hope You’re Happy Now,” with Carly
Pearce (one week, June 2020); and “Rumor”
(one week, July 2019).
Brice notched his first Country Airplay
No. 1, among 12 top 10s, in April 2012 when
“A Woman Like You” led for a week.
Over on Billboard’s airplay-, sales- and
streaming-based Hot Country Songs chart,
“Memory” pushes 6-5 for a new high. In
the week ending Oct. 7, it increased by 6%
to 4.8 million U.S. streams and 2% to 2,000
downloads sold
YOU GO, ‘BOY’ Elvie Shane achieves his
first Hot Country Songs top 10 as his debut
single “My Boy” jumps 13-7. It rises 6-5 on
Country Airplay, up 16% to 24 million in audience. It also collected 5 million streams (up
18%) and sold 2,000 (up 22%) in the tracking

week.”Boy,” which Shane co-wrote, is from
his debut album Backslider, due Oct. 29.
The song, which Brown penned with Ben
Simonetti and Jonathan Singleton, is the
lead single from the group’s seventh studio
album, The Comeback, due Oct. 15.
The band last appeared in the Country
Airplay top 10 with “Beautiful Drug,” its 13th
No. 1, in April 2016. It arrived with “Chicken
Fried,” which led for two weeks in December 2008. In between the act’s two most
recent top 10s, it logged four top 40 entries
in 2016-19.

Pink Is MostPlayed Female
Artist In U.K.
This Century
BY LARS BRANDLE

I

t’s official: The Brits love Pink.
The Philadelphia native is the mostplayed female artist of the 21st century
in the U.K., according to a new report
published by PPL and based on airplay data.
Pink leads a Top 10 dominated by U.S. artists. All told, six American singers crack the
Top 10, including Madonna and Katy Perry,
who come in at No. 2 and 3, respectively,
Lady Gaga (at No. 5) and Beyonce (No. 7).
Adele (No. 6) and Little Mix (No. 9) are
the only homegrown artists to crack the list,
while Rihanna (No. 4), Kylie Minogue (No.
8) and the late Whitney Houston (No. 10)
also appear.
PPL’s most-played list is based on exclusive music usage and airplay data from U.K.
radio stations and television channels. The
association’s library contains data for over
15 million recordings, and it receives usage
data from licensees describing the music
used across billions of seconds of airplay.
Pink was already a star in the U.K. before
she broke through in the mainstream of her
homeland.
In her career so far, she’s racked up 36
Top 40 hits in the U.K., including three No.
1s, for 2001’s “Lady Marmalade,” a collabo-
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ration with Christina Aguilera, Lil’ Kim and
Mya; 2002’s “Just Like a Pill” and 2008’s
“So What”.
She also has 10 Top 10 album titles in the
U.K., according to the OCC, including three
leaders: 2008’s Funhouse, 2017’s Beautiful
Trauma, and 2019’s Hurts 2B Human.
Her studio albums have accumulated 13
platinum awards in the territory and, at the
2019 BRIT Awards, she was awarded the
Outstanding Contribution to Music.
Check out the PPL’s 10 most-played
female artists of the 21st Century in the
U.K.
1. Pink
2. Madonna
3. Katy Perry
4. Rihanna
5. Lady Gaga
6. Adele
7. Beyonce
8. Kylie Minogue
9. Little Mix
10. Whitney Houston

Tracy Joseph
Claims the Top
Spot on the
October Song
Breaker Chart
BY T.M. BROWN

B

illboard worked in partnership
with Logitech for Creators to
bring the Song Breaker chart
and associated features like this
story to life.
TikTok creator Tracy Joseph (@tracy.
oj) has taken the crown on the October
Billboard Song Breaker Chart thanks to
her dynamic choreography that used DJ
Jabato’s “Love Nwantiti (Remix)” as the
backing track. Tracy is part of a whopping
18 new names on the Song Breaker chart
this month, marking the biggest ranking
turnover since the chart’s debut.
The Song Breaker Chart is a new music

industry standard ranking of creators who
are driving music consumption through
content creation. The Song Breaker Chart
was created by Billboard and Logitech For
Creators, a brand extension of Logitech
that helps all creators pursue their passions,
to recognize the role of creators in helping songs break into the coveted Billboard
charts through memes and dance challenges
originated or amplified on social media.
Right behind Tracy at No. 2 on the chart
is Amplifier Kris Collins (@kallmewhateveryouwant) who gave the world a tutorial in
dances that will keep the creeps away from
you on the dance floor using Navos’ pulsating song “Believe Me” as a soundtrack.
Coming in at No. 3 is English rapper Central
Cee (@centralcee), an Originator who
used his own track “Obsessed with You” to
launch a global trend. No. 4 is another artist
and Originator who found her way onto the
Song Breaker chart using her own music:
Coi Leray’s dapper “Twinnem” TikTok
racked up more than 1.5M likes on the platform and drove more than 4M views on the
track’s official music video on YouTube.
One familiar face on the Song Breaker
chart is Walker Hayes (@walkerhayesofficial), who moves to No. 7 on the chart as an
Originator for his viral track “Fancy Like,”
a trend that began with the country artist
doing a choreographed dance with his teenage daughter and grew into a worldwide
phenomenon. The country music veteran
has found his name on the Billboard charts
before, but “Fancy Like” launched Hayes to
new heights as he reached No. 1 on the Hot
Country Songs chart in July and broke into
the top 20 of the Hot 100.
Other notable new faces on this month’s
Song Breaker chart include No. 9 Abbie Herbert (@abbieherbert_), an Amplifier who
hopped on the “Mama Said” trend to poke
some good-natured fun at the height difference between her and her husband Josh.
There’s also No. 11 Kourtney Kardahsian (@
kourtneykardashian) who used her massive TikTok platform to amplify the “Linda
and Heather Theme Song” trend with her
daughter Penelope. Influencer and Amplifier Brittney Landrum (@brittlandrum) also
makes her debut on the Song Breaker chart
at No. 18, where she and her son join in a

dance trend using that features DJ Noiz’s
“Neon Moon (Remix).”
The Billboard Song Breaker Chart will
drop on the second Tuesday of each month,
with the inaugural ranking releasing today.
The chart ranks the top creators on social
media platforms including TikTok and YouTube, who amplify music and music-based
trends that often result in their success on
charts such as the Billboard Hot 100. From
dance challenges that help songs go viral to
funny videos that introduce new audiences
to the classics, creators are changing the
way we listen to music. Monthly rankings
are created using a blend of engagement and
view data from these platforms provided by
analytics partner Shareablee. Check out the
latest Logitech and Billboard Song Breaker
Chart here: www.billboard.com/charts/
song-breaker.

Reba McEntire
Returns to Country
Airplay Chart
With Dolly Parton:
‘It’s a Dream Come
True to Finally
Record With Her’
BY JIM ASKER

R

eba McEntire and Dolly Parton’s “Does He Love You” debuts
at No. 49 on Billboard’s Country Airplay chart (dated Oct.
16) with 1.1 million audience impressions
through Oct. 10, according to MRC Data,
after it was sent to radio Oct. 8.
The original version of the ballad by
McEntire and Linda Davis ruled Country
Airplay for a week in November 1993, becoming McEntire’s fifth of 11 No. 1s. It’s the
lone leader for Davis, the mother of Hillary
Scott of Lady A (whose “Like a Lady” bullets
at its No. 14 high on the latest list).
McEntire and Parton’s new take on “Love,”
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which was produced by Dave Cobb (and
written by Sandy Knox and Billy Stritch), is
from McEntire’s new triple-album, Revived
Remixed Revisited, released Oct. 8 and due on
next week’s, Oct. 23-dated charts.
“I’m thrilled with how this new version of
‘Does He Love You’ with Dolly turned out,”
McEntire tells Billboard. “It’s a dream come
true for me to have finally had the chance to
record something with her and then to see
the reaction to it, and the video has just been
icing on the cake. I can’t believe it’s taken
this long to finally get together, but I sure
am glad we did.”
Referencing two of the legends’ classic songs, McEntire muses, “Jolene and
Fancy would be proud!”
Katie Dean, MCA Nashville senior vp of
promotion, explains that, “While [the song
is] not an official single, we formulated
a plan for maximum radio exposure on
‘Does He Love You’ to spotlight the release
of Revived, Remixed and Revisited with the
additional goal of charting the song. Because
it landed at radio on Friday, we had a very
specific list of targets that were essential to
our airplay goal. Reba went to work alongside the MCA promotion team by doing
a few key interviews, and our partners at
country radio stepped up in a huge way for
these two country icons.”
McEntire and Parton add their 72nd and
27th respective Country Airplay entries, dating to the chart’s January 1990 inception,
and each have now appeared on the ranking in ‘90s, 2000s, ‘10s and ‘20s. McEntire
boasts the most appearances among women,
and the seventh-most overall. Next up
among female artists are Martina McBride
(56), Trisha Yearwood (51), Faith Hill (48)
and Carrie Underwood (46).

Sam Fender’s
‘Seventeen Going
Under’ Opens
Healthy Lead In
U.K. Chart Race

6lack Partners
With MHALA &
BetterHelp for
World Mental
Health Day

BY LARS BRANDLE

BY CYDNEY LEE

S

I

am Fender is cruising to a second
No. 1 in the U.K. with Seventeen
Going Under (Polydor), the British
singer and songwriter’s sophomore album.
Fender’s young career has been going in
the right direction. Early on, he won The
BRITs Rising Star Award (previously known
as the Critics’ Choice Award), and converted
the hype when his debut album Hypersonic
Missiles blasted to No. 1 on the Official Albums Chart in September 2019.
It’ll take a hypersonic missile to stop Seventeen Going Under from reaching its target.
It’s the outright leader on the midweek
chart, and is outselling the rest of the Top
10 combined, according to the OCC.
Fender’s set has a lead of 20,000
chart sales over his closest competitor, Drake’s Certified Lover Boy (OVO/Republic Records).
Also impacting the Official Chart Update
is Trivium, whose tenth album In The Court
of the Dragon (Roadrunner) swoops in at No.
3. If it holds its course, Dragon will give the
U.S. metal band their second U.K. Top 10
and a peak entry.
Electronic artist James Blake could
also net a career-best chart position
with Friends That Break Your Heart (Polydor), new at No. 5.
Based on midweek data, fresh sets
from Johnny Flynn (Lost In Cedar Wood at
No. 11 via Transgressive) and We Are
Scientists (Huffy at No. 15 via 100 Percent
Records) are eying Top 20 debuts, while The
Charlatans’ self-titled album starts at No. 17,
powered by its first vinyl pressing in 20 years.
The Official U.K. Albums Chart is published late Friday, local time.

n conjunction with World Mental
Health Day on Sunday, 6lack released
a PSA to announce his partnership with local organization Mental
Health America of Los Angeles and global
therapy service BetterHelp. The Grammynominated singer-rapper hopes to utilize
his platform and personal experiences to
further inform BIPOC communities about
mental health resources, as well as advocate
for fundamental changes within the entertainment industry.
“The past few years have been especially
tough for black people, specifically when it
comes to mental health,” he told Billboard.
“I’m lucky enough to have access to mental
health resources, and a support system of
friends and family, but recognize that not
everyone is that fortunate. I wanted to do
my part to help create a support system for
others to start their mental health journey.”
Additionally, 6lack and BetterHelp will
be donating six months worth of therapy to
50 BIPOC students in MHALA’s TransitionAge Youth Program, which helps young
adults ages 18-25 with mental health needs
and emotional disturbances, and who are
homeless or nearly homeless, to fully integrate into the community.
Known for his vulnerable R&B ballads,
the LVRN artist is also on a personal mental health journey, saying that not only is he
advocating for the broader community, but
also hopes that his shared experiences will
encourage his music peers to seek help and
set boundaries for themselves when necessary. LVRN also launched a mental health
division to their label last year, providing
therapeutic resources for their staff and
artists.
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“I’ve always done check-ins with myself
to see how I feel about myself, life, and the
things around me. I will say it wasn’t until
recent, that I actually learned the importance of getting to the source of the things
that don’t make me feel great,” said 6lack.
“I want to share my experiences and talk
about the resources/things that helped me,
in order to spark people to do the same for
themselves. Sometimes support is all you
need to take the first step, so I want my first
step to encourage someone else’s first step.”
6lack will also share his PSA on his 6lackbox platform, a site where he shares unreleased music and exclusive footage with his
fans. Check out the announcement below.

ACL Fest
Apologizes For
Pulling Plug on
Phoebe Bridgers,
Donates to Texas
Abortion Funds
BY GIL KAUFMAN

P

hoebe Bridgers was none too
pleased when organizers at the
Austin City Limits Festival cut
the sound on her performance
early over the weekend. How mad was she?
“lol f—k acl,” she tweeted in a since deleted
message on Saturday shortly after her set
was cut off in the middle of her final song, “I
Know the End.”
After some attendees suggested that the
move was a result of the singer going over
her set time, ACL issued a statement to
the Austin-American Statesman on Monday
(Oct. 11) explaining the incident.
“Unfortunately, due to a miscommunication on stage by ACL Festival personnel,
the sound on the final song of (the) Phoebe
Bridgers set was cut off during her ACL Fest
weekend two performance,” it read. “We
wish this had not happened and extend our
apologies to Phoebe. After positive con-

versations between festival organizers and
the artist about the situation, ACL Fest has
made a donation to Texas Abortion Funds to
show our support for Phoebe and an organization close to her heart.”
Bridgers appreciated the gesture, tweeting “Thank you” on Monday night. The
donation came after Bridgers sent a pointed
message to Texas’ Republican Gov. Greg
Abbott earlier this month with a cover of
Bo Burnham’s “That Funny Feeling,” with
proceeds going to Texas Abortion Funds.
Bridgers has been performing the song on
her fall U.S. tour, and the Bandcamp Friday
track will split funds between 10 organizations: Texas Equal Access Fund, The Bridge
Collective, Clinic Access Support Network,
West Fund, Jane’s Due Process, Fund Texas
Choice, Support Your Sistah at the Afiya
Center, the Lilith Fund, Frontera Fund, and
Whole Woman’s Health Alliance, Inc.
Check out the apology tweet below and
fan footage of the sound cut.

BLACKPINK
Will No Longer
Accept Gifts, Asks
Fans to Give to
‘Places in Need’
BY STARR BOWENBANK

B

LACKPINK wants their army
of Blinks to stop gifting them
presents, and instead want their
fans to provide the tokens of
gratitude to a greater cause. On Tuesday
(Oct. 12), the K-pop supergroup announced
via their label, YG Entertainment, that they
will not accept gifts in the future. Handwritten fan letters to members Lisa, Jennie,
Jisoo and Rosé are the only exception to the
gift rule.
“We would like to inform our grateful
fans who always support BLACKPINK
about fan support. BLACKPINK members
have been struggling for a long time to tell
you about the support and gifts that fans

have prepared,” translations of the official statement reads. “For BLACKPINK’s
special days in the future, we would like
to politely refuse the anniversaries (group
debut anniversary, solo debut anniversary,
birthday), broadcasts (music broadcasts, radio, entertainment), performances (snacks,
donation wreaths) and postal gifts. We
would appreciate it if you could indirectly
deliver the gifts and support you are preparing to convey your heart to places in need or
for good things (instead).”
The post additionally specifies that
BLACKPINK will not accept gifts for special
holidays including Christmas, New Year’s
Day or Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving Day).
Gifts that cannot be classified as a personal
letter will not be delivered to the K-pop stars.
Items such as flower bouquets and other
miscellaneous gift left at the YG headquarters
will be discarded. The new rule goes into effect starting Tuesday, Oct. 12.
BLACKPINK’s gift rule comes on the
heels of member Lisa’s solo debut. The rapper released her two-track EP, titled Lalisa,
on Sept. 10. The lead track “Lalisa” hit at No.
2 on the Billboard Global 200 chart and
the Global Excl. U.S. chart.
See translated versions of BLACKPINK’s
announcement below.

